If 8* is a fibre bundle over a space X with fibre A, a Banach algebra, and group the group of isometric automorphisms of A then the set of sections of the fibre bundle can be endowed with the structure of a Banach algebra. If the fibre A is a so-called Q-uniform Banach algebra (e.g., a commutative Banach algebra) then the maximal ideal space of the Banach algebra of sections can be identified as a fibre bundle with base X y fibre the set of maximal ideals of the Banach algebra A and group the group of self-homeomorphisms of the space of maximal ideals of A. Similar results are obtained for certain epimorphism structures associated with the algebras described.
In discussing fibre bundles we shall operate in the following context: A fibre bundle gf specified up to equivalence [3] by a bundle space, E, a base space X, a fibre A, a
continuous projection p: Έ-+ X, an open covering %S = {U} ot X, homeomorphisms φ Ό \ U x A->p~ι(U)
for Ue^.
The φ σ are fibre-preserving in that <p σ (x x A) = p~\x). Furthermore there is an effective topological group Jzf of self-homeomorphisms (auteomorphisms) of the fibre A. The mappings φ υ and the fibre A are related as follows: For xe U Π V, U, 7e^, and aeA, letφΰ ι 
φ v (%, a) = (x, 9uv(x)(o))
Then g σv (x) ej^ and the map g uv : U Π V~+J*f is continuous. If
yep-\x), xe
we shall write φΰ\v) = (x 9 t υ (y)).
In our discussions we assume that Jzf is topologized via neighborhoods of which the following is typical: For our special purposes, A will be a Banach algebra with identity e, X will be compact Hausdorfϊ and jzf will be a group of isometric C-automorphisms of A. We shall then show how to identify Γ(gf), the set of continuous sections 7: X ->E(py(x) -x) as a new Banach algebra D. For a class of Banach algebras (the so-called Q-uniform algebras), among which are the commutative Banach algebras, we shall relate various structure spaces for A and D and show how the fibre bundle structure of g* imposes a structure on the structure spaces for D (1) . In consonance with the remarks made earlier, we topologize by neighborhoods of which the following is typical
N(T 0 ) = {T: T(a,
where a 0 , a e sf and α; € A. Thus the map JY x A 3 (a, a) -> a(a) e A is continuous.
Other topologies are useful in special situations. However, we shall confine ourselves to that described above (2) . Direct calculation shows that in the given topology Ssf is a topological group.
1* Γ(ξf).
In this section we show Γ(&) may be given the structure of a Banach algebra D that is in fact a bimodule over the algebra C(X) of C-valued continuous functions on X.
For 7i, 7 2 G Γ(gf), f l9 f 2 e C(X) and xeUe^S let
The above definitions ostensibly make the results dependent on the choice of Ue^. However, if xeVe^S, then, e.g., if we use V for definition,
Thus 7i 7 2 (^) is well-defined as are frΎ^x) and [/i 7i + / 2 7 2 ](^); clearly Ti T^/ί T./i T! + /, 7, belong to Γίg 7 ). We note the existence of the following special sections:
Clearly these definitions are [/-independent. Furthermore for all τeΓ(gf), 7 e = e Y = 7, O 7 = 7-0 = 0, 7 + 0 = 0 + 7 = 7.
The above definitions endow Γ(&) with an algebraic structure.
If we set \Ί(X)\ = \\t L r{Ί(x))\\ A for *τe Z7G^, and then || 71| = sup I y(x)\ , we see that:
(ii) I 7(#) I is continuous on X and (iii) since X is compact, ||τ|| < °°. Direct verification shows that || || is a norm on Γ(&) and that with respect to this norm Γ(ξf) is a Banach algebra D.
In the work below we shall need a lemma whose general character justifies its inclusion here. 
Proof. If {ψv} is a C-valued partition of unity subordinate to <%f and αei let
If ^ is finite, let 7 = Σ^ 7 Γ . Then for
The last expression is net necessarily equal to a. We note also that by the very definition of the structure of D the mapping θ Uχ :
The algebra D is clearly an analogy and an extension of the concept of C(X, A). When £f is the trivial bundle, then in fact D = C(X, A). We note in passing that for a suitable tensor product norm, namely λ, the "least cross-norm" [2] , we may identify C(X, A) and C(X) (& λ A. In another place, the author proposes to explore this suggestion since it appears to lead to an abstract and useful formulation of the algebras studied here.
2* Uniform Banach algebras* The Gelfand-Mazur theorem may be rephrased as follows:

If A is a commutative Banach algebra and if M is a regular maximal ideal of A then A/M is C-ίsomorphic to C.
We are led to the following definition:
Let Q be a simple Banach algebra with identity e Q and let A be a Banach algebra that is a Q-bimodule, i.e., for qeQ, aeA, qa and aq ( We make one more observation in the form of LEMMA 
Let A he a Banach algebra that is a bίmodule over a Banach algebra B. Then every regular ideal I of A is also a Bideal.
Proof. If u/I = identity of Ά/I, let beB,xe I. Then u(bx) b x e I. However (ub)x e I whence ox e I and similarly xb e I.
3* Epi c (I}, Q).
When A is Q-uniform we assume J^ is the group of isometric Q-automorphisms of A. We prove first that D is Q-uniform and then we shall show that Epi c (D, Q) is a new fibre bundle over X with fibre Epi c (A, Q) and where the various maps and the group of the bundle are quite naturally related to the corresponding entities for gf. Note that the map θ Uχ : 7-> t υ (y(x) ) for xe Ue^S is now a Q-epimorphism of D onto A. LEMMA 
The algebra D is Q-uniform.
Proof. We define actions of Q on D by: In all cases then Thus y(x) = e(x) and M cannot be a proper ideal. Note that the method of proof applies to the simplest case in which the bundle is trivial and A = C (or even A = R, in which case A is not a complex but a "real" Banach algebra). The conclusion is that the identification of points and maximal ideals in function algebras is not completely dependent on their being complex or on their having an involution.
We thus choose some x Q such that ί^(7(ί»o)) ^ Q by %(7) = rit^TiaJo))) = 7^(7). Then ^ e Epi c (D, Q) and thus ker(^) is a maximal ideal. Clearly, ikfcker(^) and so M = ker (^). We conclude JD/ikί is C-isomorphic to Q and thus that D is Q-unifornu
In the argument just given we have used the following LEMMA 3. Φ 0. Indeed, we can find fe C(X), 0 ^ /(«) ^ 1, fix,) = 1 and /= 0 off TΓ lβ Then 7 = f e e C(X, A) is such that θ Ulx (7) = e whereas Θ UQX (7) = 0 (Lemma 1.1) and thus
VΆ0u lx ^VΛ^U OX -
Since X is Hausdorff we see x γ = a; 0 , i.e., a? 0 is unique.
We are now in a position to define a projection P: Epi c (Z), Q) -• X, namely by letting P(^) = x Q in the notation above. 
G uv (x)(η Λ )(a) = η A (g uv (x){a))
We shall show below that if the weak topologies ( § 2) are used for Epi c (Z), Q) and Epi c (A, Q) then:
( i ) P is a continuous surjection.
( (Epi c (A, Q) ) in the sense that each G uv (x) e Auteo (Epi c (A, Q) ) and G ur : U f] V-> Auteo (Epi c (A, Q) ) is continuous with respect to a suitable topology for Auteo (Epi c (A, Q) ).
ii) Each Φ L is a homeomorphism onto P~ι(U). (iii) Φ?Φ r (x, η A ) = (x, G vu (x)(v A )) if xeUnV. (iv) Each G uv is a continuous map of U Π V into the set Auteo
These statements imply THEOREM (A, Q) ). 
Epi^ (D, Q) is a fibre bundle over X with fibre Epi^ (A, Q), projection P, maps Φ v and group Auteo (Epi^
Ad (i). Let
Vox -^VDO, P(VDX) = Xn P(VDO
Thus η A = G uv (x)(y]Ά), η' A -G vu {x){η A ), and so
Φp φyix, η A ) = (x, G vu {x)(η A )) .
Ad (iv). To discuss the mappings G uv (x) we first prove 346 BERNARD R. GELBAUM
LEMMA 3.4. If T is a C-automorphism of a Q-unίform Banach algebra B, then Γ*: Epi^ (B, Q) -» Epi c (B, Q) defined by T*(v)Φ) = V(T(b)) is an automorphism of Epi^ (B, Q).
Proof. We note that T* is injective since T*(ηύ = T*(η 2 ) if and only if η^Tb) -%(Tb), and since T is an automorphism of B, we find γj x = τj 2% Furthermore, if ΎJ is given, direct calculation shows that rj = T*((T~γη), i.e., (T*)" 1 = (Γ" 1 )*. Let Γ(%) = Co, and let
Then let
The same kind of argument shows (T*)-1 == (Γ" 1 )* is continuous.
From Lemma 3.4 we see that each G uv (x) e Auteo Epi^ (A, Q). By virtue of (iii) we see, in a manner analogous to that given in the introduction that G uv (x)(η A ) is continuous on (U ΓΊ V) x Epi c (A, Q).
For our purposes, the relevant part of Auteo (End c (A, Q)) consists of all auteomorphisms of the form Γ* where T e j%?. We denote this relevant part of Auteo (End σ {A, Q)) by J^"*. Since is bijective, we see that J^* may be regarded as an anti-isomorphic copy of j^f. (If 2WT*, Γ 2~^T2 * then T t T 2^T tTί.)
We topologize j^* by giving it the topology of J^/* i.e., a set S*cj/* is open if and only if the preimage S is open in stf. In this way J^* becomes a topological group.
Since the maps g uv ; Un V-+Jϊf are continuous we see that the maps G uv : U f] V-> Sf* are also continuous. 
is continuous in a suitable topology for Auteo
We omit the proof of Theorem 4.1 since the arguments and constructions of the proof closely parallel those given in § 3. 5* Complements* Some of the foregoing may be carried out in a more general context where no assumptions about the Banach algebra A are made except that it has an identity. The constructions of P and 7Γ, of Φ v and ψ v , of G uv (x) and 3? uv (x) can be carried out without recourse to hypotheses about Q-uniformity of A. However, some of the continuity proofs cannot be repeated in the "natural" topological context. 
Then Λ(l) = 1,
(1- The referee has suggested an alternative approach for the more general situation: For each simple Q and any A, the argument of § 3 shows that Epi σ {D, Q) has a fibre bundle structure with fibre Epic (A, Q), although Epi σ (D, Q) and Epi? (A, Q) may be empty. There now arises the problem of patching "all" Epi c (D, Q) and correspondingly " all" Epic (A, Q) together and thereafter relating the resulting structures. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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